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1.0

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Hi Members
State Titles are roughly 6 months away. I am still trying to secure a venue. Port Bouvard was a no go
:( and Jervoise Bay are still talking different scenarios with the conflicting Nacra States. Although it
would be great to have so many Catamarans on the water at one location, the logistics of it is
somewhat daunting.
I have approached TCYC as well as Safety Bay which can be run as a last resort if needed.
The talk amongst the F18 sailors is getting bigger and bigger, with the potential of other boats from
the neighbouring states.
As soon as I can secure the location i will send out an email. Dates WILL be over the new year’s
break, with racing most likely on the 30th and 31st with a big celebration new year’s party.
Winter is coming as well as the Winter series at both Shelley and Jervoise Bay, and so far, they have
been great, im especially excited for the forecast for Shelley this Sunday.
Other than that, it’s been quiet and lonely on the water and Rob Smith and I are having to resort to
fishing to get the salt back in our diet.
See you on the water soon.
Short and sweet from me
Anthony
Anth Saw
“Wendy B”
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2.0

THE EDITOR

Hello to July 2017 Wavelengths. Hope you are enjoying the new website for Windrush at the moment
( http://windrushassociation.weebly.com ). If you have anything to input let me know and I’ll update.
Also, big thanks to Scott Forbes from Exmouth for his recent help with the association Facebook page
and website.

The website is currently on a Weebly platform, so it’s free. It’s a reasonable user-friendly platform, so
association member can login/edit/update reasonably simply.

Thankyou for the overwhelming support on the boat register for the association. I’ve found quite a few
Windrushes being sailed on the east coast and in New Zealand. It’s been great to make the
connections. As of July 2017, there are 130 known Windrushes in Australia and New Zealand, many
of which are still being sailed regularly at clubs.

Pete Robinson
‘Rumour Has It’
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3.0

FACTORY NEWS

With winter, finally here we are in the middle of a few new boat orders including a Windrush 14 hull
and beams for an unfortunate Esperance sailor who had his near new Windrush run over by a large
cruiser with sad results.
Windrush F18 Edge’s have been performing strongly and we have recently delivered 2 boats to
Germany and 2 more to the UK. The F18 worlds are running currently and while we have only a few
Edges racing there some good results have been had (several top 10 finishes) it looks like a top 10
finish for one of our UK sailors is going to be close but by the time you read this it will be all done and
dusted so. A great result for an older sailor that just loves the sport and is competing against many
high level pro teams and a fleet numbering around 140 boats.

It is always nice to travel and assemble the new boats for the customers (I use the excuse that I need
to meet the container and make sure all is right with it) and this year I had to spend some time waiting
for the container to arrive after it was delayed after a shipping error saw it loaded onto the wrong ship
and get the tour of the Mediterranean costing an extra week’s travel time. This at least let me spend
some time with friends and see a few sights that normally are just skipped over on these whirlwind
delivery trips. A great highlight was getting to play with a friend’s car collection, many Motorbikes and
old cars all still used and not just let for show. We attempted to start his Model T Ford but had trouble
getting the bands in the crazy transmission to release enough to get it cranked by hand and later he
decided to take us for rides in his Ferrari 250 GTO an extremely rare car worth a huge amount of
money. Just to ride in this car is something most car nuts would crave but we got the mufflers
scrapping the ground and then had the thing airborne on the bumps country roads around his town.
Now I can say I rode in a Ferrari 250 GTO airplane!!
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Windrush are planning to build several more Edge’s before the end of the year with the F18 national
titles to be held at JBSC around Australia day next year. We are hoping to have some of the UK and
European teams that want new boats will come and race them here before they are shipped back
after the event for their summer.
On the Windrush 14 some parts are now becoming hard or even impossible to get. We have had to
change the rear beam / traveller arrangement a few years back as the extrusion was no longer
available and front beams are also now running very short. We have decided we will make a new
front beam die in time and have a run of material done so that we still have beams and this can also
become the rear beam with the traveller added to the top like we currently have to do. Rudder
castings were also an issue (starboard head casting supplies were completely exhausted) but after a
long negotiation we were able to get the supplier to make another batch of castings for us which are
due to arrive very soon of course that was an expensive exercise but problem solved for probably
another 10 years or so now. Mast base castings are now CNC machined from Billet aluminium, etc
etc. We are finding ways to keep the parts available as dies / patterns etc used in the past become no
longer viable through damage from the elements or even loss in some cases when a casting supplier
past away and his family cleared out his workshop.
There is some interest from the Edge sailors to get to the Windrush state tiles and once we can offer
dates etc we can start to try and get this fleet arranged, one Edge owner in South Australia is keen to
come and race as preparation for the national titles to be held a few weeks later so we will see who
we can gather up to join in the event.
Regards
Brett Burvill
Windrush Yachts
Ph :08 93141317
Fx: 08 93313255
Mob: 0407 944 060
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4.0

SHELLEY SAILING CLUB WINTER REGATTA

The Commodore’s Cup Winter Series
June - September 2017
Shelley Sailing Club is holding the Commodore’s Cup Winter Series for members and visitors and
invites all sailors of appropriate catamaran and dinghy classes to participate.
Rules
This regatta shall be governed by the 2017-2020 Racing Rules of Sailing, which includes the
prescriptions and special regulations of Australian Saling, the rules of the relevant class associations,
and the sailing instructions.
Eligibility to enter
Entry is open to all members of Australian Sailing affiliated yacht or sailing clubs who sail dinghies or
catamarans suitable for the shallow, confined waters of the Canning River at Shelley. As a guide, the
club usually sails Windrush 14 catamarans, Lasers, Herons, Minnows and Mudlarks.
Skippers may sail with different crew and/or in different configurations in different races if they wish.
All competing skippers shall have third party insurance cover of not less than $5 million
(recommended $10 million) for any one accident. By entering, skippers are deemed to have made a
declaration that they have such cover.
Sailing program
Sunday 18th June:
2 races back to back
Sunday 23rd July:
2 races back to back
Sunday 20th August:
2 races back to back
Sunday 17th September:
2 races back to back
Warning signal for the first race, not before 12:50.
The warning signal for the second of two back to back races will be made not less than 5 minutes
after the last boat has finished or retired from the preceding race.
Cancellation of racing
Sailing on any of these dates may be cancelled in advance if there is a particularly unfavourable
weather forecast (e.g. passage of a strong cold front). Such cancellation will be notified by posting a
message to that effect on the Shelley Sailing Club website (www.shelleysailingclub.com.au) no later
than 8pm on the previous day.
Sailing instructions will be discussed at a race briefing prior to the first of each day’s races. The
briefing will be held at 12:15.
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Social program:
Presentations will take place after completion of the last race on Sunday17th September with Pizza
after sailing. Pizza orders to be taken on the day and payments
must be made at the time of ordering, in cash. No card facilities will be available.
A cash bar will be open at the conclusion of sailing each day and at presentations.
Fees and costs:
Entry for visitors is $5 per day to be paid in cash on the day. There is no entry fee for members of
Shelley Sailing Club.
Scoring system:
The regatta will be scored in accordance with the low point system of Appendix A of the Racing Rules
of Sailing after the application of the appropriate class yardsticks. Where differences in boat speed
between classes in a fleet make it impractical for all boats to sail the same length course, then
different classes will sail different numbers of laps and average lap times, adjusted for yardstick, will
be used to determine placings.
4 races constitute a series, with the number of drops depending on the number of races completed as
follows:
4 races: No drops
5 or 6 races: One drop
7 or 8 races: Two drops
Prizes:
Prizes for the series will be awarded for overall winner of 1st catamaran and 1st monohull adjusted for
yardstick.
Pennants will be awarded for 2nd and 3rd places for both catamarans and monohulls.
Entry:
Enter on the day at Shelley Sailing Club
Enquiries:
Alan Forest
Email: secretary@shelleysailingclub.com.au
Phone: 08 6270 1001
Location:
Shelley Sailing Club, Watersby Crescent, Shelley
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5.0

CAT CLASSIC
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6.0 AUGUSTA YACHT CLUB BENDIGO BANK EASTER REGATTA
From all indications based on nominations received, the 2017 Augusta Bendigo Community Bank
Easter Regatta at the Augusta Yacht Club was shaping up to be another great event. With many
returnees, visiting sailors spent more time settling in for the weekend and not so much time
familiarising themselves with the river as has happened in the past. Friday’s weather provided a bit of
an indication of things to come with Cape Leeuwin recording a maximum of 44km/h in the morning
and averaging 30km/h throughout the day – generally from the southeast.
Saturday morning dawned and local members arrived to a full Clubhouse forecourt and some frenzied
activity as everyone readied their boats for the day ahead. There was the usual commentary coming
from the monohull crews about “training wheels” but, as usually happens, they are quickly left talking
to themselves out on the water once sailing gets underway! Huey (the wind god) seemed to be
smiling on us all as there was still a good breeze blowing and some moderate temperatures. The
amazing breakfast aromas emanating from Café Geographe – enough to drive other crews to
distraction, did not help preparations!
Saturday saw 4 heats completed (two in the morning and two in the afternoon) in a building SSE
breeze. The morning started with a gentle 30km/h but finished with a maximum recording of 50km/h.
These conditions proved too much for some and there were a number of retirements as the day
progressed. Conditions certainly favoured the experienced sailors and, due to the nature of the river
course, sailing occurred on a generally flat waterway. The main problem for most people seemed to
be a small influx of weed from downstream - some skilful evasion tactics or timely rudder “popping”
dealt with this.
The fantastic support team from the AYC started up the BBQ before lunch and a warming sausage
sizzle was had in readiness for the afternoon’s races. Heat 4 saw a reduced fleet of 8 boats finish as
the breeze kicked in a bit more. The night was spent reminiscing, a few drinks were had and the
gentle lapping of waves helped all the campers drift off ready for another day…
Sunday morning dawned, the sun was out and breeze seemed to have dropped – by about 10km/h!
Due to external commitments, the fleet was reduced by two however all remaining boats returned to
the water to sail. This eagerness soon showed itself as the starting siren sounded – and was heard
again as a couple of boats crossed early! Unfortunately, only one boat did its penalty return while
yours truly thought that he was safe and chose to sail on. During the mid-morning break, the onshore
committee decided that a DSQ was in order and this was to have an impact on the next start, as there
was a definite hesitancy to cross the line for the start of the final race. The regatta ended in glorious
conditions with crews experiencing some great sailing and some beautiful reaching across the river to
the finish.
With a total of 14 Windrush 14’s from the Walpole, Safety Bay, Shelley, Geographe Bay, and Augusta
Yacht Clubs (as well as a small fleet of local monohulls); racing over the 2 days was enjoyable,
challenging and very friendly. There was a great deal of camaraderie shown amongst both fleets and
much sharing of ideas and equipment throughout the weekend – the latter to assist boats back onto
the water due to breakages sustained either because of conditions or just age (of the boats, not the
sailors!).
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The weekend concluded with a great BBQ lunch put on by the club – soaking up the warmth on the
foredeck while looking out over the inlet. Presentations were held and many people were thanked –
this wonderful weekend would not be possible without the support of our local community bank and
the amazing team of members and their families who turn up every weekend to ensure the ongoing
success of this event and the club.
With plans in place to establish a Southwest Championships (to include results from the
Geographe Bay Australia Day Regatta, the Walpole Regatta and the Augusta Easter Regatta),
we urge all Windrush sailors to put this event on to their annual sailing calendar!

6.1

Results
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7.0

PORT DENISON

PORT DENISON

YACHT CLUB

We are all snuggled up by the fire and not thinking about sailing for a few months.
PDYC had a great year; we kicked off the season in September at Lake Indoon. (There are some
great photos on our FB page) It was still a bit cool but we had some great camp fires going and all
had a great time on and off the water. Thanks to those that came up from Perth for it.
The next week we started our fortnightly championship round which 9 Windrush 14s competed in,
with a few others turning up occasionally, it wrapped up end of April:
- Ben 3rd
- Campbell 2nd
- Quin 1st
Ben also won the most improved.

In-between that we held the Windrush state titles. Everyone did a fantastic job and the weekend went
very smoothly. It couldn’t have happened without the great effort and support from those involved.
We were lucky with the weather and got some great sailing conditions. With a bit of light and a bit of
medium breeze, with a nice sea state.
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After all that sailing, I still hadn’t had enough so Ray Hughes, Mark Dawson, Ben Hughes, & I decided
to sail in the Batavia June regatta in Geraldton. Unfortunately, the sea state was the worst I’ve ever
experienced in my life, with the way the big swell and chop was crossing & getting mixed up. The
H16s flew through it with seeming ease. I was amazed at the little kids out sailing those tiny pelicans
in that. Never mind you take the good with the bad, but my sailing itch was totally cured after that.

But I must say I loved the AC35 and tried to watch as much as I could. Unfortunately, it wasn’t on free
to air but I still saw some. I was very impressed with the Kiwis and very happy to see it head to NZ. I
just hope they keep the foiling catamarans; they really have done a lot for sailing.

Regards
Quin Plozza.
Commodore Port Denison Yacht Club.
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8.0

ALBANY / DENMARK

Sorry not much to report from the southcoast. Albany and Denmark haven’t really sailed since the
Walpole Regatta in March.
More Denmark boats have been sold to buyers in Esperance. Esperance Bay seems to be one of
the clubs on the rise, they had 7 or 8 boats on the hard down at the yacht club recently
Don has a recent foam sandwich boat. (Well half a foam boat after a little collision with a 42ft cruiser !!
a new hull on the way with insurance !).
Looking forward to warmer weather and getting back on the water.
Rgds
Roger Thurecht
Albany.
Keep up to date with this season’s sailing on Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/Denmark-Yacht-Club-Western-Australia147849678583976/?hc_ref=SEARCH

9.0

ESPERANCE SAILING CLUB

Shaun Freeman has been steadily helping the Esperance club to flourish. If interested, get in touch:
- shaunfreeman74@gmail.com

10.0 WALPOLE SAILING CLUB
Keep up to date with this season’s sailing on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/Walpole-Yacht-Club-296949693768143/?fref=ts
and club website here: http://www.walpoleyachtclub.com.au

11.0 AUGUSTA YACHT CLUB
Check
out
some
YouTube
footage
of
fun
to
be
had
at
Augusta:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0Fl0PSaITE . Contact club for this seasons programme
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12.0 FOR SALE
CUB HARD FLOOR CAMPER
- 2009 Cub Supamatic Escape XTD
- 240v-12v electrics with built in charger and 40w solar panel.
- Single beds with plenty of storage space.
- Accessible from rear.
- Transcontinental pack with extended draw bar and large aluminum box.
- Override disc brakes.
- 14” Wheels and spare tyre.
- 60 litre water tank.
- Brackets to carry 14’ Windrush (2 people can load boat on).
- Awning with front wall.
- I x Pole carrier.
- Roll out kitchen (2 burners).
- Roll out pantry.
- 640kgs empty.
Price $11,000 ono
Contact Rob Thompson 0488 001 207 or 0429 502 911
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13.0 WINDRUSH ON THE WEB
13.1

Windrush online forum

There is a web forum site which is good and all about cats. It’s mainly used by over east guys but us
WA guy should get on there and start using it: http://catsailor.net/forums/forum.php
It’s got a Windrush page now as well, maybe you could put it in a web site section
13.2

Boat Register

To update your boat details, go to our new website and update you details here:
http://windrushassociation.weebly.com/contact.html
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